Infinite Resources inc. Media & Group/Camp Waiver

Media Waiver:
Please Initial each statement to confirm that you have read and understand each statement.
_____ I, the parent or guardian agree to permit the use of photos and / or videos of the applicant camper in promoting camp
or camp activities and programs.
[ ] yes [ ]no
_____ I, the parent or guardian agree to permit the use of photos and / or videos of the applicant to appear on Infinite
Resources inc. “Face Book” page for the weekly update of activities within the camp.
[ ] yes	

 [ ]no
*Please note IRinc. updates the activities of the group and interesting and fun things that happened on a weekly basis, we
encourage you to join the page so you can participate in the information being provided.
_____ I, the parent or guardian agree to permit the use of photos and / or videos of the applicant camper in promoting
specialized programs and the training of coaches through programs offered through AGF (Alberta Gymnastics
Federation).	

[ ] yes	

 [ ]no

Signatures of parent/Guardian(s) ___________________________ Ph. ______________ Date ___________
	


	


_______________________________ Ph. ______________ Date ___________

Camp Waiver:
I, the parent or guardian of the above named participant, give my voluntary consent to his/her participation in Peer Groups activities
and agree to all conditions of enrollment of this camp. Furthermore I authorize Peer Groups Staff to approve and obtain any and all
medical attention in case of a medical emergency, with the understanding that reasonable attempts have been made to consult with
myself beforehand in case of minor illness and/or first aid where deemed appropriate.; with the understanding that I will take
responsibility for any additional expenses that may result from such services. I have read and understand the policies and procedures
set out by IRinc.
Furthermore, I release “Infinite Resources”, its trustees, directors, corporation members, staff and agents from any loss, personal
injury, accidental misfortune or damage to the above named or his / her property, with the understanding that reasonable
precautions shall be taken to ensure the health and safety of the above named.. I understand that “Infinite Resources.”, its staff or
agents reserve the right to dismiss a participant who is in their opinion a hazard to the safety and well-being of others, who appears
to have rejected the reasonable guidelines of the activity.
I, the parent or guardian declare that the applicant camper is normal in condition and habits and is amenable to necessary behavior
interventions.
Failure to disclose problems at time of application could result in dismissal.
I have read all the information in this application including the waiver and accept the conditions of enrollment with the full
knowledge that this form with my signature may be used as a legal document in any court of law.
Signatures of parent/Guardian(s) ___________________________ Ph. ______________ Date ___________
	

	

_______________________________ Ph. ______________ Date ___________

